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Tough love for Chinese investors down under
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Kate Burgess
Chinese companies bent on expanding their horizons have Australian ports and utilities in their sights. But they are not always
welcomed with open arms, as Kate Burgess discovers.

Cashedup, hungry, undisciplined, winatallcosts. No infrastructure investor wants to see these
traits in a competitor. But this is what those craving ownership of prized privatised infrastructure
must contend with.
Infrastructure is a truly global game. Any average auction of a trophy asset involves a faceoff
with investors from the US, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. What investors will do to get their
bid over the line boils down to a host of factors, including perceived value, price, how scarce the
asset is and how competitors will play. Most investors tell InfraAsia that nationality rarely comes
into it.
Strange then, that Australian policymakers and the general public have recently attributed all of
the above traits to Chinese buyers of Australian infrastructure – and raised suspicions over why
they are investing.
Chinese companies – both stateowned and private – have featured prominently in most large
auctions over the past two years, since China Merchants Group partnered with Hastings to acquire
Port of Newcastle.
Hysteria over Chinese buyers reached fever pitch after Landbridge Group acquired Port of Darwin
in late 2015. A diplomatic incident involving President Barack Obama is widely believed to have
triggered a change in foreign investment laws earlier this year. Private companies buying critical
infrastructure will now be screened alongside statebacked ones.
“Chinese investment gets extraordinary attention in the press,” University of Technology, Sydney
professor James Laurenceson says. “The overwhelming majority of investments have no national
security implications at all…there are often misconceptions – people were starting to draw
incredibly long bows – that a private company investing in Darwin Port was reflecting the strategic
ambitions of the Chinese government.”

Symbiosis

Spurred by the government to invest outside China, large SOEs like State Grid Corp and China
Railway Engineering Corporation have set targets for deploying capital offshore. Countries dotted
along the One Belt, One Road maritime and inland trade routes in Southeast and Central Asia are
expected to be the chief beneficiaries.
Macquarie research figures show Chinese outbound investment hit USD 118bn in 2015, up 53%
from the previous year. Fund flows into Australia are growing at twice that rate, according to a
KPMG and Sydney University study which showed Chinese investment grew 32.9% to USD
11.1bn in 2015.
Sydney University professor of Chinese Business and management Hans Hendrischke says
cashedup Chinese companies are a source of capital that Australia sorely needs. “In Australia we
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have a lack of capital available to invest in Australian domestic infrastructure and we are
dependent on foreign investment.”
Grant Dooley, a former diplomat who has worked in China and now heads up Hastings’ Asia
business group, says the motives of Chinese companies are not well understood. “I think the
misconception stems from the speed at which Chinese capital is exiting the country. There’s been
a sizeable increase in the capital leaving the market and being invested in countries like
Australia.”
Australia lies outside the designated One Belt, One Road area, and is only set to receive a
fraction of the renminbi expected to make its way into overseas infrastructure.
But as one of China’s closest developed neighbours, Australia is an important stomping ground
where companies can acquire technical expertise and knowhow. Trade flows between the two
countries are highly correlated, so even though Chinese companies are investing overseas, they
retain an indirect link to their own economy.
Chinese companies flocked to Africa and other emerging markets early on in their overseas
expansion journey, but have changed tack in the past three years, Macquarie Securities head of
China strategy Erwin Sanft says. "They have realised that if they’re going to be multinationals, if
they’re going to succeed in the global marketplace it’s actually more important to build a business
in the developed economies."
“Australia’s been very successful at infrastructure projects both here and abroad and the Chinese
do like the thematic in terms of the investment return and the longterm duration,” SILC advisory
managing director Koby Jones says.
“But it’s also the ancillary aspect – the education, the learning, the skill development that they can
actually redeploy into their local market.
“There’s a whole bunch more spinoffs than the underlying asset itself,” Jones adds.

Strategy

Industrials, particularly China’s big five utilities, can benefit more from knowhow than institutions
such as China Life and Ping An, an insurer. “If you’re a Chinese insurance company and you’ve
got longdated liabilities, you want to match those to longdated revenue streams,” Hastings’
Dooley says.
Australia makes an interesting study for Chinese port operators, such as Hastings’ partner China
Merchants, because they “have kind of monopoly positions in those particular markets, so their
understanding of operating in competitive market is not something they’ve been doing in the past,”
observed Dooley, referring to domestic markets China Merchants operates in.
“The model of owning and leasing out terminals is very different from what the Chinese are used to
in their home market,” Dooley adds.
Chinese exuberance for these added benefits leads some to question whether bidders are using
the same factors to weigh up investments. “China uses these acquisitions to further the national
interest,” one Melbournebased project finance lender says.
“You don’t want to sound xenophobic but you have to recognise, these players don’t play by the
same set of rules. I don’t think they use the capital asset pricing model to price these assets.
They have other sovereign and nationalistic assumptions.”
History shows Chinese investors have tended to tread carefully when entering overseas markets,
especially when buying regulated businesses. State Grid spent years studying the Australian
electricity market after acquiring a minority stake in ElectraNet before making a play for Singapore
Power subsidiaries AusNet Services and Jemena.
“The track record so far of Chinese investment is positive – they don’t interfere in management,
they treat [the company] as an investment with a largely passive role, waiting for commercial
opportunities to arise,” says Sydney University’s Hendrischke.

Fair play

While some question whether Chinese bidders are showing up to infrastructure auctions on an
equal footing, others argue more should be done to ensure they are getting a fair go.
A sudden change of rules during the sale of power network TransGrid last year was thought to
have prompted the exit of a Global Infrastructure Partners and China Southern Power Grid
consortium, because a bidder could not draw more than half of their equity from a single
nationality.
Although it applied across the board, it was largely seen as a move to prevent a Chinese company
from owning a power grid outright.
Moody’s analyst Ivy Poon says federal and state governments need to apply the rules fairly and
consistently, to be fair for all types of investors. “Otherwise there would be discrimination between
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investors – that’s not the standard the Australian government would like the investor to deliver to
the international market.”
State Grid chairman Liu Zhenya has also called for a level playing field in Australian privatisations,
telling reporters last month that the company expects to be treated fairly.
The company is battling against Li KaShing’s Cheung Kong Infrastructure for a 50.4% stake in
the AusGrid electricity network. The lack of domestic interest in the auction is said to have
unnerved officials in Canberra along with New South Wales Treasurer Gladys Berejiklian, although
her office insists “the Ausgrid transaction remains on track to be delivered later this year”.
Meanwhile, banking sources say a shopping list of Chinese names in the race for power
generation company Alinta has prompted a string of highprofile bidder exits. APA Group, AGL
Energy, Morgan Stanley Infrastructure and Deutsche Asset Management all circled the early
stages of the sale but are now understood to have halted due diligence.
The longrunning Port of Melbourne auction was widely thought not to interest Chinese bidders
because it did not involve operating rights. But since expressions of interest went in on 17 April,
rumours of Zhejiang Port crafting a bid with advice from CiticCLSA Capital Markets have swirled.
Some are even convinced that the unconfirmed reports of Chinese interest have been fabricated
by those bent on ensuring there is enough bidding tension.
Fund managers, especially local outfits, will need strategies to tackle the growing numbers of
Chinese investors bidding at Australian infrastructure auctions. The trick will be to devise a
winning strategy that doesn’t involve overpaying.
To date, the response of local fund managers has been to bury their heads in the sand, says one
investment banker. “A lot of fund managers are baulking when they know Chinese investors are
involved. I don’t know if they need to do much more than that – how can you adapt, other than
withdraw from the process?
“That’s what we saw on the AusGrid transaction.”
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